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that takes place when water is converted into
steam. For this reason the cylinders of air
engines are much larger than those of steam
engines. Engines working by compressed air
have been found very useful in mining and
tunneling, and the compressed air may be
conveyed to its destination by means of
pipes. In such cases the waste air serves for
ventilation and for reducing the oppressive
heat. See air compressor.
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AIR GUN, an instrument for the projec-
tion of bullets by means of condensed air,
generally either in the form of an ordinary
gun, or of a stout walking-stick about the
same length. A quantity of air being com-
pressed into the air chamber by means of a
condensing syringe, the bullet is put in its
place in front of this chamber and is pro-
pelled by the expansive force of the com-
pressed air, which is liberated when the
trigger is released. The simplest form of air
gun is the popgun, familiar to every boy.
See Am; air compressor ; compressed air.
IEPLANE. By learning
to propel himself through
the atmosphere in ma-
chines man has rounded
out his conquest of the
land, sea, and air. No
spot on earth is now too
remote, no mountains are
too high, no seas are too
wide, for him to reach or
cross. Continents that re-
quired weeks or months
to traverse less than a cen-
tury ago are crossed in
hours or days. Unham-
pered by swamp or desert,
man wings a swift, sure path through the air.
International understanding and friendship
are being advanced at the same time that the
world has literally grown smaller, since
people may travel rapidly to distant places.
Principles of Air Plight. The airplane is
a heavier-than-air machine which flies by
making use of two properties of the atmos-
phere. Air is fluid and comparatively heavy.
These characteristics permit revolving pro-
peller blades to draw an airplane ahead in
the same way that a marine propeller thrusts
a ship through the water. As the airplane's
wing moves through the air a lifting force
is imparted to it by a partial vacuum created
along its upper surface by the moving air
and by pressure of the air against the lower
 surface. A kite demonstrates the fact that
air moving against an inclined plane tends
to lift it. In an airplane the amount of lift
depends on the size and thickness of the wing,
its shape, and the airplane's speed. Since
the lifting force depends on motion an air-
plane cannot remain stationary in the at-
mosphere, and since air is dense an airplane
does not fall straight down if the engine fails.
The pilot can place it in a gliding position and
make a slow descent and a level landing.
An airplane consists of an airfoil lifting
surface in the form of its wing, and a body
or fuselage which carries the crew, engine,
propeller, and other equipment and which
supports at its rear vertical and horizontal
rudders by which the airplane may be maneu-
vered. Small flap controls at ends of the
wing enable the pilot to keep the airplane
level or incline it to either side. Beneath the
fuselage are wheels, pontoons, or skis for
taking off: and landing on different surfaces.
Since an airplane needs a considerable dis-
tance in which to rise from the ground most
airplanes are kept at airports where long
runways have been built. Airplanes fitted
with one wing are called monoplanes. This
type is the most efficient and is suitable for
great speed or weight carrying. Biplanes,
lifted by two wings one above the other, are
more maneuverable.
The First Heavier-than-Air Planes. Me-
chanical flight had its antecedents in the fly-
ing of kites and in building gliders that would
coast down through the air instead of drop-
ping vertically. Many people constructed
practical gliders during the nineteenth cen-
tury, among whom were Otto Lilienthal in
Germany and Octave Chanute in the United
States. Small model gliders fitted with pro-
pellers and twisted rubber bands, or else
with tiny steam engines, flew successfully
and led to the belief that if a light enough
engine could be built and placed in a full-size
glider, man would be able to fly. In the
United States S. P. Langley built a gasoline
engine for a large glider but unfortunately
his airplane was wrecked in launching it.
In 1903, Wilbur and Orville Wright, who
had experimented with man-carrying gliders,
made a successful flight in a large glider
which was propelled by a propeller attached
to a gasoline engine of their own manufac-
ture. This marked the beginning of practical
flying, although it was not the first time that
a heavier-than-air craft had left the ground.

